In this episodio you will learn how to go shopping and how to ask for things correctly. When there is a speaking part during the video you will need to try and say what you are asked to. It is good for you and it will be graded this time. Give it a shot. You will do great!

Remember to write in complete sentences and to answer the question asked. Answer in Spanish. If you need help ask your teacher.

All questions are worth 4 points each unless otherwise indicated.

¿Cómo se dice, ‘market day’, en español? ______________________________________

¿Cómo se dice, someone has to do the shopping? ______________________________________

¿Cómo se dice ATM machine? __________________________

Click on and pronounce all three places you have to go to. I will be listening. Then write them down.

1. ______________________________________

2. ______________________________________

3. ______________________________________

Compare it with one in los estados unidos. Write on the back if necessary. ______________________________________

What is the word for fish? __________________________ ¿Cómo se dice fish store? __________________________

What did you ask to inquire about shampoo? ______________________________________

What does it mean? __________________________ How about batteries? __________________________

Tell me something about calle mayor. ______________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

How do you ask for the fruit that you need? What do you say? manzanas __________________________

peras __________________________ melon __________________________

What surprise interrupts your purchase of pan? (English) __________________________

________________________________________________________________________